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MUNICIPAL GRATUITY FUND 

 

CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT FOR THE PERIOD:  1 JULY 2013 TO 30 JUNE 2014 
 

1. WELCOME 
 Thank you Cllr Welheminah Molubi our Vice-chairperson for the scripture reading and 

prayer. We appreciate the enthusiasm of your faith and the message conveyed from the 

Word of God. 
 

It is a great pleasure and privilege to welcome everyone here today at the 20th annual 

meeting of the General Committee of the MGF.  We have now completed our first twenty 

years.  May all of us be still around when the Fund has its second platinum anniversary    

which will then of course not be its platinum but ruby anniversary. Please don't ask me 

about how these anniversary symbols work. All I can say is colleagues we were no doubt 

blessed with good returns during our first twenty years, despite volatile market conditions 

from time to time. Despite short term negative fluctuations, returns came through in the 

long run. It confirms that the retirement business is a long term business and patience is 

the magic word when dealing with retirement provision. 
 

Regarding the choice of venue I wish to apologize for any inconvenience caused by the 

change of venue. We applied to use the same venue as last year but could not get it. We 

then secured the auditorium at Kempton Park Civic Centre. After giving notice to 

delegates on 22 August 2014 of the venue it came to our attention during October that 

the air conditioning of the auditorium collapsed in the interim and will not be operative 

soon. Being mindful of how warm it can get this time of the year we thought it best to 

secure an alternative venue which we found here at Farm Inn. We trust that the relaxing 

atmosphere of nature will have a calming effect on you and that you will experience a 

tranquil meeting. However I have to warn you not to push tranquillity too far as there are 

quite a number of lion and leopard on the premises and one never knows when our 

infamous cable thieves decide to steal the steel fences. Nevertheless, no need for all of 

you to stress. Just have a look around you to see whether you will be able to outrun at 

least one of your colleague delegates.  No need to outrun the lion, just outrun the slowest 

delegate! 
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I hope that you will experience this 20th meeting of the General Committee today as an 

informative event and please do not hesitate to participate when the floor is opened for 

discussion. You will notice that there are not microphones in front of you and when the 

floor is opened for discussion, participants must please wait for the roving microphone. 

The sound system is sensitive for cell phone signal interference and you are requested to 

switch off your cell phones. 
 

2. ECONOMIC MATTERS AND FINANCIAL MARKETS 

2.1 General overview 
The 2013/2014 financial year was dominated by central bank monetary stimulus 

programs seen as necessary to kick-start the global economy and ward off the threat of 

possible deflation.  Initiated by the US Federal Reserve’s 85bn USD per month bond 

purchase program, a similar approach was adopted by the Bank of Japan (BoJ) and the 

European Central Bank (ECB).  The BoJ announced a doubling of its monetary base 

over 2 years by injecting some 60Tr to 70Tr Yen per annum into the economy through 

the purchasing of Japanese government bonds.  With global growth tracking well below 

trend-growth and the risk of a recession in Europe continuing to increase, the ECB 

announced a number of measures to shore up banks’ capital adequacy ratios and 

prevent deflation from becoming entrenched within the region.   
 

The year in review also saw an escalation in geographical-political tensions between 

China and its neighbours in the South and East China Seas, sectarian conflict in 

Syria/Iraq between Sunnis and Shias and the Ukrainian-Russian standoff that prompted 

sanctions against Russia.  Counter-sanctions by Russia also put pressure on the 

Eurozone region, with Germany in particular feeling the pinch given its trade dependency 

on Russia.  The effect of sanctions has been to push both Russia and the Eurozone 

closer to recession, although recent economic data suggests the Eurozone will skirt 

recession with pedestrian growth of around 1.1% forecast for 2015.    
 

The search for yield continued to drive asset class returns over the past year with risk 

assets outperforming their more defensive counterparts. In particular, global and 

domestic equities were the star performers gaining returns of 31% and 32.7% in rands 

respectively.  This can of course not last indefinitely. 
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2.2 Investment Market Returns 
Despite an uneven global economic recovery, largely due to weaker-than-expected 

activity in the first half of 2014, the 2013/2014 financial year was another year of 

exceptional returns for the MGF’s members, with all of the risk profiled portfolios (life 

stage portfolios) achieving returns well ahead of benchmark as indicated further on in 

paragraph 3.1 below. 
 

Risk assets (equities) dominated returns with domestic equities the best performing of 

the broad asset classes followed closely by global equities.  It is worth noting that the 

domestic equity market was considered expensive at the start of the financial year, 

trading on a price to earnings multiple of 16.4X earnings, ahead of the 14X historical 

average.  At the end of the financial year, the market was trading on an 18.5X multiple, 

suggesting the market had become even more expensive.  In contrast, global equities 

traded on a 16.7X multiple at the beginning of the period and ended the year on an 

18.3X multiple, somewhat ahead of the 17.4X historical average.   
 

Emerging market equities stood out as offering the most relative value trading on an 

11.2X multiple at the start of the year.  At financial year end, the multiple of 13.2X 

earnings was still below the historical average of 13.4X earnings.  Despite the attractive 

valuation, emerging markets are seen as vulnerable to a US exit from Quantitative 

Easing (QE) and the resumption of a normalization in US interest rates.  The timing of 

the increase in rates has been particularly important for emerging market equities and 

bonds, offering a reprieve from capital flight when interest rate expectations have been 

pushed out, and punishing asset prices when expectations have been brought forward in 

time.   
 

2.3 Looking Ahead 
The Global Economy 
The biggest risk to the global economic outlook remains a tightening in US interest rates, 

particularly for commodity-intensive emerging economies, such as the South African 

economy.  As the interest rate differential widens, the risk of capital flight from emerging 

markets will intensify with currency depreciation and lower asset prices the net result.  

Emerging markets will have little choice but to increase interest rates themselves at a 

time when their economies are experiencing a slowdown in economic activity.  With the 
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US dollar expected to strengthen against its trading partners, commodity prices are likely 

to remain depressed.   
 

US dollar strength coupled with disinflation in the Eurozone and a stalling of economic 

growth in Japan has the potential to keep interest rates anchored for longer as US 

exports slow and real interest rates rise on lowered inflation expectations.  Adding to the 

lower for longer interest rate outlook is the expectation that both the ECB and the BoJ 

will continue to re-inflate their economies via QE even as the US Fed exits QE.  Although 

the ECB has not expressly embarked on a QE programme, but rather a more watered-

down asset backed security purchase programme (ABSP), the likelihood of the ECB 

extending its asset purchases to include sovereign debt has increased markedly.  In 

China, reduced fixed investment expenditure, a contracting real estate market, slower 

monetary growth and lower rail freight volumes point to structurally slower growth there 

with further negative implications for commodity prices. With inflation low in China, there 

is nonetheless scope for the authorities to add some stimulus to the economy in order for 

the government’s 7.5% targeted growth rate to be achieved.   
 

Despite central bank intervention, risks to Japan’s economic recovery include a 

prolonged slump in consumption expenditure due to the sales tax hike in April and 

expectations of a further hike in October 2015.  The necessity for the October 2015 sales 

tax increase is to ensure confidence in the fiscal sustainability of Japan, given its high 

level of debt.  The downward spiral in oil prices in recent months has sparked downward 

revisions to Japan’s inflation outlook, while the fallout from the sales tax hike has 

resulted in lower growth projections.   
 

The Investment Outlook 
While downward revisions to global growth have sparked earnings growth concerns, 

particularly in the Eurozone and Japan, Euro and Yen weakness will likely insulate 

corporate earnings even as economic growth slows. Given the high percentage of large-

cap corporates generating offshore sales, currency weakness will shore up earnings in 

the quarters ahead. Coupled with robust US economic growth and accelerating earnings 

growth, low double-digit returns are still possible in the year ahead.  The rebound in the 

US Institute of Supply Management Index is generally supportive of acceleration in non-

financial earnings growth over the next 6 to 9 months. With the MSCI World Index 

trading on a price to earnings multiple of some 17.8X earnings, slightly ahead of the     
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10-year mean of 17.4X earnings, markets are not excessively expensive and could still 

deliver returns well ahead of fixed-income asset classes, even in the event of a market 

de-rating. 
 
In the case of emerging markets, valuations still point to theoretically attractive returns in 

the year ahead, albeit with a much higher degree of risk.  Commodity-intensive emerging 

markets with high twin deficits and sticky inflation will be the most vulnerable of the 

emerging markets going forward.  It is in light of these risks that emerging market 

equities are down weighted to neutral in the near term and to underweight on a 12-month 

view as an expected widening in the interest rate differential between the US and 

emerging markets triggers capital flight that will increase the risk premium across all 

emerging market asset classes. 
 

With global deflation a bigger perceived risk than global inflation, bond yields are 

expected to remain anchored at current levels amid slowing Eurozone and emerging 

market growth.  Adding to the tailwinds are geopolitical risks including the spread of the 

Ebola virus beyond West Africa to Europe and the US – with negative implications for 

growth - on-going conflict in Syria and Iraq and a resumption of hostilities between 

Ukraine and the separatist rebels in the east.  With yields low by historical standards and 

modified duration high, the expected dispersion of returns suggests that bonds remain 

vulnerable to a slight pickup in yields with low or negative returns a distinct possibility.   
 
The South African Economy 
Notwithstanding downward revisions to domestic economic growth, these growth 

concerns have been partially offset by gains in the Kagiso and HSBC Purchasing 

Manager Indices (PMI) in recent months, with both indices pointing to a pickup in growth 

over the coming quarters. The Kagiso PMI, a forward looking measure of manufacturing 

activity, and the HSBC PMI, a broad-based forward looking measure of overall economic 

activity, both rebounded back to above the 50 point level, supporting earnings growth in 

the year ahead.   
 

While much of the improved outlook is due to an end to the crippling strikes in the mining 

and metals and engineering sectors, the contraction in unsecured lending, lack of new 

social grant recipients, softer commodity prices, rising interest rates and benign 

Eurozone growth will all cap SA’s domestic economic growth rate to well below potential 
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GDP.  Coupled with structural constraints in the form of delays in infrastructural 

investment projects, electricity supply disruptions, a generally investor-unfriendly 

environment - particularly in the mining sector – and a disruptive labour dispensation, 

growth will fall well short of the 5% needed to make headways in reducing 

unemployment.   
 

Following the release of the Medium Term Budget Policy Statement, rating agencies will 

closely monitor whether SA will be able to deliver on its undertakings to raise taxes and 

reduce government expenditure over the next three fiscal years.  With the public sector 

wage bargaining season moving into full swing, it will be critical that retrenchments 

accompany wage settlements in excess of the budgeted CPI + 1% increase.  The 

commitment on the part of government to sell-off state assets to fund Eskom’s shortfall 

(R225bn) and the adherence to the “deficit-neutral” approach to funding State Owned 

Enterprises will be further sign posts for the rating agencies.  Despite downward 

revisions to domestic economic growth to 1.4% for this year, 2.5% in 2015 and 2.8% in 

2016, the budget deficit was budgeted to increase only marginally to 4.1% of GDP in the 

2014/15 fiscal year.  The deficit is projected to fall to 3.6%, 2.6% and 2.5% over the next 

three years, while national debt is expected to stabilise at 46% of GDP in 2017. 
 
Apart from the risk of ratings downgrades, SA will be very reliant on portfolio inflows to 

fund the deficit on the current account of the balance of payments and the government’s 

fiscal deficit.  With developed world yields at close to record lows and investors hungry 

for yield, a repeat of the large scale buying of bonds evidenced pre-2013 is possible.  

While yields are attractive, however, a growing supply of emerging market bond funding 

and worsening current account deficits have certainly increased the price risk of holding 

emerging market bonds. Central bankers in economies that are most exposed to capital 

flows – like South Africa - are going to have to maintain current interest rates and even 

raise them further to encourage the inflow of capital needed to fund the deficits.  This risk 

will become elevated once the US starts raising interest rates, highlighted by the “taper 

tantrums” seen earlier this year.  South Africa’s adjustment to any crisis will be via the 

currency with implications for interest rates and bond yields. 
 
Although the domestic equity market is expensive on both a trailing and a rolling 

earnings multiple, the market excluding the “big 5” stocks (Naspers, SAB, MTN, 

Richemont and Rembrandt) is seen to be fairly valued on both a rolling and a forward 
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basis.  By way of example, the All Share Index is trading on a rolling earnings multiple of 

16X earnings and a forward rolling multiple of 14X earnings, both ahead of their 

respective means of 14X and 12.8X.  In contrast, the index excluding the “big 5”, is 

trading on a rolling multiple of 13.5X earnings and a rolling forward multiple of 12.0X 

earnings, both below their respective means.  Given the recent sell-off in the equity 

market, valuations point to a skew in expected returns that are still moderately attractive 

relative to other domestic asset classes.  As a consequence, a neutral weighting in 

domestic equities is retained. 
 

Summary 
In summary, although the investment view is very data dependent, greater policy 

certainty on the part of central bankers and reduced systemic risks in the global financial 

system will combine to partially offset the negative effects of sub-par global growth, 

geopolitical uncertainties and deflationary pressures.  Given expectations of lower 

returns from all asset classes in the year ahead, it will be necessary for the MGF to take 

on additional risk in order to meet the return objectives for each of the various life stage 

portfolios.  Greater market volatility will also be a feature of the investment landscape as 

participants focus more closely on economic data releases and the implications for 

inflation and interest rates going forward.      
 

3. INVESTMENT STRATEGY AND PORTFOLIO RETURNS 
3.1 Life Stage Model (LSM) 
After 9 years since the implementation of the LSM during July 2005, it is still handsomely 

ahead of its return objectives. The objective in terms of the MGF's IPS (Investment Policy 

Statement) is to generate sufficient returns that a member should be able to buy a pension 

rendering about 75% of salary at retirement (replacement ratio) after a membership term of 

approximately 35 years.  The following table indicates the return objectives for the three capital 

growth life stage portfolios of the LSM to achieve such replacement ratio objective as well as 

the actual annualised returns over the past nine years up to 30 June 2014. 
 

PORTFOLIO RETURN OBJECTIVE ACTUAL RETURN OUTPERFORMANCE

AP CPI + 5,5%  (11.9%) 14.77% 2.87% p.a. 

MP CPI + 4,5%  (10.9%) 13.17% 2.27% p.a. 

CP CPI + 3%       (9.4%) 11.49% 2.09% p.a. 
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The outperformance by each of the LSM portfolios is indicative of the resilience of the LSM 

portfolio construction.  It is constructed to bank sufficient returns in positive markets to protect 

returns during negative markets. There may be times that other retirement funds outperform 

the MGF in the short term, especially during very positive equity market trends. However one 

can only compare returns after a number of different market cycles. Usually if an investment 

portfolio is structured to capture all the upward potential it is also prone to participate in the full 

downward losses. The investment philosophy of the MGF is defensive in nature in order not to 

participate fully in the event of a downward market. However to attain this, the defensive 

structure limits full participation when the market rallies. In general the LSM is structured to 

capture about 65% of the positive market returns and to limit participation in negative market 

returns to about 35% in the event of the high equity exposure AP and to a lesser extent in the 

event of the lower equity exposure MP. To date the MGF has been very successful and 

fortunate in doing so, courtesy of the Fund’s investment advisors resulting in the correct choice 

and blend of asset classes and investment managers. The 2013/14 financial year is a case in 

point with the AP capturing almost 85%, and the MP almost 70% of the equity market returns. 

Admittedly there is no guarantee that this trend will continue indefinitely. The year ahead of us 

may be one that it would be difficult to obtain the return objective. It is exactly for that reason 

that we have to make hay while the sun shines in order to put away for the lean years as we 

duly have done. 
 

3.2 Life stage portfolios: AP, MP, CP and PP 
The LSM is essentially driven by a risk budget. It is common cause that there is a positive 

correlation between risk and returns. The greater the risk the bigger return potential. So often 

we want to chase the maximum returns regardless of the inherent risk to lose capital. This 

would be fine when the investment market is rallying, but can be disastrous when the markets 

turn around which they certainly do from time to time moving through the different cycles. The 

current Board of Trustees subscribes to the long term investment approach and will not chase 

short term returns at all cost having disregard to risk. Such approach would be irresponsible 

and in conflict with good governance requirements. A basic departure point for any proper 

portfolio construction is to weigh the risk against the return potential, hence the concept of risk 

adjusted returns. When fund returns are compared, it is important to compare the risk adjusted 

returns to compare like with like.  According to conventional wisdom, the younger the member, 

the more risk can be tolerated and the older one gets the more risk averse one becomes. The 

four life stages of the LSM are designed exactly according to this principle. A member’s funds 
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are initially invested in higher risk investments (AP) in his/her younger years up to 50.  It is 

there-after transferred to the lower risk portfolios (MP and CP) in the years closer to retirement.  

Then finally it is transferred to a capital protection portfolio (PP) during the final stage until 

retirement.   
 

Members are automatically transferred from one life stage to the next as they reach the 

relevant age, which is 50 for the MP, 60 for the CP and 63 for the PP.  Also, when the next 

annual review of the IPS (Investment Policy Statement) will be done on 3 December 2014 

consideration will be given to extend the period in the CP with one year in order to allow an 

additional year for capital growth albeit it to a limited extent because of the defensive nature of 

the CP. Nevertheless such transfer is not done at once when reaching the transfer ages. The 

investment markets may be very low on such one specific day with negative consequences for 

a member migrating from the more aggressive to the more conservative next phase portfolio.  

To prevent such single day event, members are switched in four quarterly batches starting one 

year ahead, thus smoothing spikes (up and down) in the investment market. 
 

The returns of the life stage portfolios for 2013/14 are as follows: 

  Jul-13 Aug-13 Sep-13 Oct-13 Nov-13 Dec-13 Jan-14 Feb-14 Mar-14 Apr-14 May-14 Jun-14 
 

2013/2014 
Annualized  

AP 3.17% 2.21% 3.68% 3.18% -0.51% 2.24%  0.09% 3.10% 1.19% 2.05% 1.74% 1.96% 26.83% 

MP 2.56% 1.56% 3.41% 2.42% -0.10% 2.18%  0.22%  2.02% 0.90% 1.64% 1.62% 1.62% 21.94% 

CP 1.43% 0.84% 2.50% 1.31% -0.19% 1.68% -0.30%  1.49% 1.31% 1.39% 1.34% 1.18% 14.85% 

PP 0.47% 0.32% 0.70% 0.54% 0.37% 0.53% 0.15% 0.58% 0.61% 0.51% 0.59% 0.51% 6.04% 
 

 

The 2013/14 financial year was again a very rewarding year for members when it comes to 

wealth creation. The return of 26.83% for the AP is well ahead of the inflation plus 5% 

objective. Similarly the 21.94% of the MP compared to the inflation plus 4.5%. Even the CP, 

taking into consideration its conservative nature, did very well at 14.85%, outstripping the 

inflation plus 3% objective by far. The PP did what it is supposed to do; protecting your capital. 

The PP is fully invested in the money market, including corporate credit to enhance the money 

market returns, but with no equity exposure. It is a pure bred capital protection investment 

portfolio at an almost risk free rate for the last two years of a member’s membership when risk 

appetite is low, not wanting to lose one’s accumulated wealth in the last two years before 

retirement. Having no equity exposure it will not participate in the returns of the equity market. 

Although it is a low risk investment portfolio it is not completely risk free as the 2008 financial 

crisis taught us when even big strong global banks went belly up and closer to home when 
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African Bank had to be bailed out by Government (read: you and me as tax payers) during 

August 2014. Whether we can expect a repeat of these stellar returns for 2014/15 is another 

matter which is dealt with further on in this report.  
 

3.3 Guaranteed Portfolio (GP) 
The GP, being a low risk investment with a specific capital protection guarantee and possible 

additional equity return, will underperform the more risky investments during good or moderate 

equity market conditions.  This was again the scenario during 2013/14.  The 7% return of the 

GP compares to the money market returns of about 6%. The GP was introduced during 2000 

when all the members were invested in a balanced portfolio before the implementation of the 

LSM. There was then a need for capital protection for members nearing retirement.  A recent 

age analysis shows that there are some younger members invested in the GP who do not 

belong there, taking their investment horizon into consideration. Members with five or more 

years before retirement should not be invested in such conservative portfolio like the GP 

unless they have specific reasons informed by their external investment portfolio or personal 

circumstances.  Although a safe haven for those with risk aversion, the inherent inflation risk 

poses a real danger for such members. Inflation risk is one of the most dangerous risks in the 

investment environment. It is the risk that your investment underperforms against inflation or at 

best tag along with it without significant out-performance to create wealth. Imagine you put 

away say R1 000 and ten years later the R1 000 has only increased by the inflation rate. 

Although it may have become R1 500 in nominal terms it would still be R1 000 in real terms.  In 

other words the purchasing power will be the same as ten years ago and if you could buy a 

watch ten years ago at R1 000 you will after ten years still only be able to buy that same watch, 

now for R1 500. You could just as well rather have bought that watch ten years ago and at 

least enjoyed it the past ten years.  
 

Since the implementation of the LSM the reason for investing in the GP became almost 

obsolete because the LSM is a age related risk adjusted investment model providing for lesser 

risk when nearing retirement age. Members with extra ordinary risk aversion can still exercise 

member investment choices to transfer to a more conservative portfolio than according to age, 

such as the CP and PP. At least the CP gives considerably better returns than the GP with 

moderate risk albeit not a guaranteed return and the PP will not lose capital except for short 

periods  due to  unforeseen events such as the recent African Bank matter and then only very 

marginally.  A member may for instance invest 50% in the CP with low risk and 50% in the PP 
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with almost no risk and in all likelihood get a better result than in the GP.  Hence the Trustees 

will consider the future (or not) of the GP when the annual review of the IPS is considered at 

their next meeting on 3 December 2014. It would be of value to learn the view of member 

representatives in this regard when this report is opened for discussion just now. 
 

3.4 Exit Portfolio (EP) 
The EP is a money market investment with no exposure to equities.  Due to the current low 

interest rate environment it delivered a return of 5.89% for 2013/14.  The EP is exclusively for 

members in the process of being exited from the Fund.  Once notice is received from a 

member’s termination of service and membership his/her fund credit is transferred to the EP to 

protect it from market fluctuations during the processing of the exit.  As such it is a transitional 

portfolio in which members are invested for a short period (usually 4 to 6 weeks) while being 

exited. 
 
 

3.5 Member Investment Choices 
The IPS is developed for the average member; however provision was also made for individual 

circumstances by allowing for member investment choices. The fund credits of members are 

automatically invested in the relevant life stage portfolio according to age.  However members 

may, subject to certain conditions, exercise a written choice if they wish to invest contrary to 

the applicable life stage. 
 
Fund credits may be split between the five portfolios (AP, MP, CP, PP and GP) to a maximum 

of two portfolios. The EP is not offered as a member investment choice option because the 

equivalent PP option is available.   Members who exercised a member investment choice will 

remain invested accordingly until written notification to the Fund otherwise.   
 
Member investment choices in respect of the AP, MP, CP and PP may be done at any time. 

One free switch is allowed in a 12 months cycle but subsequent switches in the cycle require a 

switching fee. Apart from having to recoup the administrative cost of such switching,  the fee 

was also introduced to discourage switching as it can be detrimental to switch unless one has 

sufficient expertise of the market cycles to time it mostly right. Even the investment 

professionals confess that timing is one thing they can’t get right consistently and that time in 

the market rather than timing the market is the solution. Members are discouraged to do 

portfolio hopping unless they are really well informed about the markets.   A member 

investment choice is implemented between the third and fifth day of receipt of the prescribed 
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form. It is not done before the third day in order to prevent front running which is possible with 

the knowledge of the markets two days ahead as the daily pricing is done with a two day lag. 

Such front running is regarded unethical in the industry as it is done at the cost of the balance 

of the membership.    
 

3.6 Returns going forward 

• The returns of the life stage portfolios for the first four months of the new (2014/15) 

financial year are as follows: 
 

 

Portfolio Jul 14 Aug 14 Sept 14 Oct 14 TOTAL

Aggressive 0.60% 0.23% -0.65% -0.59% -0.42%

Moderate 0.76% 0.44% -0.29% -0.31% 0.59%

Conservative 0.78% 0.56% -0.23% 0.80% 1.93%

Protected 0.52% 0.32% 0.61% 0.53% 1.98%

 

In last year’s report when having regard to the exceptionally good returns of the first      

trimester of last year, I cautioned that members should not regard that as a proxy for 

returns going forward for the rest of 2013/14 and that some correction in the equity 

market was to be expected. Well I was wrong. So much for clairvoyance. The problem 

with clairvoyance is that the gods don’t include time frame schedules.  So was I wrong? 

Actually not, not about the correction at least, only about the timing. Almost like predicting 

with 100% accuracy that everyone here present today will die but not mentioning when.  

Unfortunately that is precisely how the market is; it is a fact, like there are nine million 

bicycles in Beijing (courtesy of Katie Melua), that the market will go through its bi-cycles. 

The trick is to know when. Forgive me for being out by a few months. Anyway the equity  

markets went through a correction phase and so did the life stage portfolios exposed to 

equities as reflected in the table above although not closely as severe as the markets 

itself. Compare the minus 1.24% of the AP and the minus 0.6% of the MP for September 

and October 2014 with the about minus 10% of the equity market. The equity market 

correction is not expected to become a market crash but rather a breathing space in an 

overheated market. Furthermore look at the way the more conservative portfolios, the CP 

and PP reacted with positive returns over these two months. This illustrates that the LSM 

is doing exactly what it was designed to do namely to create wealth in the AP and MP 

limiting negative market movements and to protect the accumulated wealth in the CP and 

moreover in the PP during negative market movements.  
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• The GP return parameters for 2014/15 are as follows: 

Maximum guaranteed return  : 5.0% 

Maximum possible additional return : 3.5% 

Total possible maximum return  : 8.5%  
 

The possible additional return is linked to the performance of the equity market as 

reflected in the All Share Index: Top 40 Shares (ALSI 40).   
 

4. ACTUARIAL VALUATION 
The independent actuary approved by the Registrar of Pension Funds, completed the  3-year 

statutory actuarial valuation for the period 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2014. As reflected on page 

42 of the financial statements the actuary certified without qualification that the Fund was 

financially sound as at 30 June 2014. 
 

The actuarial report will be considered by the Trustees at its meeting scheduled for             

3 December 2014 together with a report from the actuary about the status of the Risk Account. 

The Risk Account sits pretty at a balance of R275 million, maybe too pretty, which may justify   

a distribution to members as was done in the past. On the other hand members may rather opt 

for increasing the funeral benefit. It would be valuable, when the floor is opened for discussion, 

to hear from member representatives which of the two routes would be preferred; surplus 

distribution or enhanced funeral benefit. 
 

As reflected in the presentation by the actuary, which will follow soon, the membership of the 

Fund is still growing steadily with 1870 new members joining the Fund during the reporting 

period. This translates to a steady growth in new members of 6%.  On the other hand          

1561 members left the Fund in respect of the reporting period due to resignation, retirement 

and death. The net result is a 309 gain in members.  
 

5. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
The financial statements for the year ending 30 June 2014 are included in the agenda and will 

be open for discussion later during this meeting.  The independent external auditors, Deloitte & 

Touché, are satisfied that the financial statements, in all material respects, fairly represent the 

result of the financial activities of the Fund for the 2013/14 financial year. The Fund again 

received a clean unqualified independent audit report. The external auditors also confirmed in 

writing that the existence of the Fund’s assets has been verified. 
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As reflected in the income statement on page 26 of the financial statements about R1.45 billion 

accrued in contributions and R1.42 billion was paid in benefits to exiting members.  The net 

investment income was about R3 billion and the total asset value now exceeds R17 billion.  By 

all means you are members of a market leader. 
 

6. RULE AMENDMENTS 
A summary of the rule amendments approved and registered by the Registrar of Pension 

Funds during the reporting period is listed on page 14 of the financial statements. You will see 

there were only a few amendments done, none of which with significant impact. Nevertheless if 

you require more detail about these rule amendments it is readily available from the offices of 

the Fund. 
 

7. HOUSING LOANS 
7.1 Pension back lending schemes 
The pension backed lending schemes operated by Standard Bank and FNB have been running 

fairly smoothly the past year.  It was mentioned last year that Standard Bank was then 

concerned about the level of arrears. Member representatives were requested to assist by 

urging members at local level to honour the terms of the loan agreements to avoid the 

suspension of the scheme.  Since then the level of arrears, although tightly managed, has 

been conforming with the required norm. 

 

With regards to the FNB Smart Housing plan there are still a few municipalities who have not 

signed the agreements with FNB. At last year’s meeting of the General Committee it was 

suggested that the names of those municipalities be disclosed to the representatives of the 

specific municipalities in order for their assistance to get the agreements signed. Further efforts 

were made the past year to get the balance signed up, with some success. Although not all are 

signed-up the majority of members have now access to the schemes of both Standard Bank 

and FNB. Where they don’t have access to both, they at least have access to one.  
 

The Standard Bank scheme has not been replaced by the FNB scheme.  The two schemes 

exist alongside each other and members can choose which to use but may not have loans with 

both banks’ pension backed lending facilities.  If a member takes up a loan with FNB Smart 

Housing, the Standard Bank loan must be transferred to FNB and vice versa. 
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7.2 Direct housing loans from fund credits 
Since June 2007 no housing loans have been granted to members funded directly from their 

fund credits.  The total balance of all the direct loans on the Fund’s books was then R552 

million. As members terminate membership or transfer their direct loans to Standard Bank or 

FNB, the balance is constantly decreasing.  The balance as at 30 June 2014 decreased since 

2007 by about 83% to the current about R95 million.   
 

 

Members are reminded that in the event of direct housing loans, the instalment paid by each 

member is directly allocated to such member’s fund credit. This means that all interest levied 

as required by the Pension Funds Act is allocated to that member and that member only.   The 

interest rate prescribed by law is a floating rate linked to the repo rate as determined by the 

Reserve Bank plus 5,5%.  With the repo rate currently at 5,5% the interest rate on direct 

housing loans funded from fund credits is therefore 11% per annum.  Member representatives 

are again requested to urge members to keep their loan accounts up to date.  Accumulated 

arrears have a negative tax implication upon exit from the Fund because although the capital 

owing is reversed against the fund credit, the accumulated interest is regarded as income by 

the Revenue Services and is therefore added to the retirement benefit for purposes of tax 

calculation.  
 

8. FAMILY FUNERAL PLAN 
The Fund remains under constant pressure from members about the funeral benefit when 

compared to that of another pension fund in the municipal environment.  As explained on many 

previous occasions the Registrar of Pension Funds refused to allow a rule amendment to 

increase the benefit, hence the additional R20 000 immediate needs death benefit which the 

Fund introduced as a solution to the problem. This is clearly not the ideal solution because of 

the additional administrative burden. The Management of the Fund (and members) do not 

understand how another Fund could be allowed to increase their funeral benefit at three 

different times after the Fund’s request to increase its funeral benefit was declined, moreover 

as such request was for a more  moderate benefit compared to  the R40 000 of the other fund. 

The only explanation given was that “it is to be borne in mind that every case is dealt with by 

the Registrar according to its own merits and that the registration of the amendment stated 

above was influenced by certain considerations” with no indication what such certain conditions 

could be in order that the Fund could utilize the same as well. 
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The officials at the office of the Registrar of Pension Funds who were involved with this matter 

are not in employment in that office anymore and there is also a new Registrar. It is considered 

a good time to apply again for such rule amendment. At least if it is declined on a legal basis 

one may expect equal treatment this time. As mentioned earlier, the Trustees will consider this 

on 3 December 2014 together with the report by the actuary about the level of the Risk 

Account.  Again if sufficient funds are available, the choice will be between increasing the 

funeral benefit or distribute surplus to the members. It is unlikely that both will be possible.   
 

9.  ADMINISTRATION 
The three areas of administration namely member administration, investment administration 

and core administration were dealt with extensively in last year’s report and since no significant  

changes or events occurred it will only briefly be touched upon:  
 

9.1 Member administration 
Member administration is an important matter in the life of any retirement fund. In a nutshell it 

entails the compilation and dispatching of monthly contribution statements (including direct 

home loan repayments), collection of contributions, the reconciliation and location of the 

contributions to the individual fund credit accounts of members, the daily allocation of returns to 

the fund credits, payment of benefits, daily accounting and reconciling of assets with the fund 

credits to ensure that the assets match the liabilities. The requirements for a proper 

administrator are robust administration and accounting systems, rated intellectual capital and 

trustworthy human resources with sound integrity. A benefit administrator must comply with a 

myriad of statutory requirements and must be registered by the Financial Services Board and 

pays a considerable annual licensing fee. 
 

Your Trustees of which the majority are also members of the Fund continuously keep a keen 

eye on the member administration rendered by SEB (Sanlam Employee Benefits). Trustee 

meetings are held regularly where the various monthly reports of SEB are scrutinized. Similar 

to the administration of any organisation including municipalities, because of the human 

element, the member administration will never be flawless. Errors do happen from time to time 

but the Trustees are satisfied that it is well within a tolerance range. It must also be seen within 

the context of the social responsibility approach of SEB. To a certain extent due to being a 

market leader and employer of choice SEB is a training ground for new entrants into the 

industry of retirement benefit administration. This means that such new entrants go through a 

learning curve and will inevitably make administrative mistakes from time to time moreover in 
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the earlier part of their careers. Unfortunately sometimes when they become more experienced 

and increasingly adding value a competitor would sneak along and poach the bright candidates 

and the whole process starts all over again. This must be seen in the bigger picture of 

transformation which is to the greater good of the country and its people.  Nevertheless making 

mistakes is not the big sin. How you deal with it, is so often what counts.  It is reassuring to the 

Fund that SEB is open and transparent with the Fund by pro-actively reporting mistakes and 

always introduce measurements to avoid a repeat of the same error. Furthermore it is 

comforting to know that a Sanlam balance sheet sits behind you if an error would have 

financial consequences, as experienced and reported on before. 
 

9.2 Investment administration 
The next category of administration is investment administration which is sourced out to 

experienced well known investment administrators. Utilizing the nice tail wind provided by the 

equity market the past year it was more or less plain sailing although the challenge was to the 

investment advisor to exercise efficient tactical asset allocation to be in the best asset class 

distribution at the right times. In this regard his advice to take a bigger exposure to foreign 

investment paid off handsomely. 
 

When comparing the list of investment administrators on page 21 of the financial statements, it 

can be seen that one mandate was terminated and five were added.  The mandate to Afena 

Capital was terminated because of poor performance. The allocation to Afena was transferred 

to Argon Asset Management because of their worthy performance. First Avenue Investment 

Management (FAIM) was appointed to replace Afena in the BEE category. It is still early days 

but so far it appears to be more promising than the former. BNY Mellon (RenAsset African 

Fund) was appointed to get exposure to promising investment opportunities in Africa ex South 

Africa. Nedgroup Investments is another addition. Nedgroup is just the vehicle through which 

the investment in Veritas is made. Veritas is a well-known London based fund with a sound 

track record. Due to the increase in the foreign equity portfolio the Trustees thought it prudent 

to increase the number of offshore managers by adding Veritas rather than adding the 

allocation to the existing manager and in doing so increasing the concentration risk.  Another 

additional mandate is that to Prudential Investment Managers. This was done to add a third 

absolute return manager because the value of the allocation to the two managers, that is 

Coronation and Sanlam Investment Management grew to such an extent that it required 

bringing in a third manager in that category to manage the concentration risk.  The last addition 
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was that of Vantage Capital Group. This is a very exciting investment in renewable energy 

namely solar power and wind turbines. It renders a fixed income stream at an interest rate 

equal to approximately 10% per annum. 
 

Although the above is dealt with here in the report in a few pen strokes,   it took weeks of 

thorough research and days of robust deliberation before final decisions were made. It is the 

result of the annual review of the IPS in order to position the investments of the Fund to keep 

track with developments and to underpin the investment objective going forward. The IPS is a 

dynamic living document which is regularly reviewed to optimize the Fund's investment 

strategy. 
 

9.3 Core administration 
In last year's report I dealt extensively with the requirements of the Pension Funds Act 

regarding the appointment of a competent principal executive officer which need to comply 

with certain qualifications and whose appointment is subject to approval by the Registrar. The 

history and growth of the Fund the past 15 years since appointment of the Chief Executive 

cum Principal Officer and the core staff of the Fund was explained. It was also pointed out that 

due to the dynamics of the industry developments and the increasingly statutory   

responsibilities impacting on the core administration it became necessary to do a 

remuneration comparison within the retirement industry. The legal and investment 

environment in which the Fund operates these days differs vastly from 15 years ago. 

Therefore, as mentioned last year, P-E Corporate Management Consultants were engaged to 

do an industry related remuneration benchmarking for the Fund. Although the Fund is 

classified in the upper quartile of the market, following long and intense discussions at Board 

level, it was subsequently resolved to adjust the remuneration of the staff to the median for the 

industry as identified in the benchmarking investigation. This exercise also included a review 

of the full set of conditions of service, in order to bring it on par with that of local government. 

Certain sacrifices were made by the staff in this regard. As mentioned last year the outcome 

of the remuneration benchmarking was scheduled to be phased in over two financial years 

rather than one; the first being last year and the last and final phase this 2013/14 financial 

year. 
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10. RETIREMENT REFORM 
Contrary to last year, the news about retirement reform is very short. In short, nothing is 

happening for now. Nothing is going to happen before 2016 and most probably not before 

2017.  National Treasury released a media statement on 16 October 2014 including the 

following: 
 

“With regard to the tax treatment of retirement fund contributions, Government 
has agreed to delay the implementation of laws which was originally set for 1 
March 2015.  For now, the delay will be for a year to allow for further 
consultations at NEDLAC.  But should there be no agreement at NEDLAC by 
end-June 2015, the implementation date may be moved to 1 March 2017.  This 
comes after the labour constituency at NEDLAC requested that the 
implementation of these laws – enacted last year – be postponed until further 
consultations between Government and NEDLAC on social security reform.” 
 

The social security reform is a much more complex topic which will take considerable time to 

finalize with the result that the year 2017 rather than 2016 seems to be the date. Members will 

be updated timeously. 
 

The above refers to the so called phase one of retirement reform. Phase two, which is the 

more controversial issue, is the compulsory preservation of resignation benefits. Although 

raised as a proposal in the discussion documents it is not part of the current legislation. Yet it 

sparked off so much negative reaction and publicity that it inspired organized labour to exert 

pressure on Government to postpone implementation of phase one. 
 

It is reiterated that the MGF, as is the case with other municipal pension funds being defined in 

paragraph (a) of the Income Tax Act, 1962, is in any event not included in the new 

dispensation of only one third lump sum payment. No amendment of the Income Tax Act to 

include paragraph (a) pension funds in this regard has seen the light as yet.  
 

10. MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
The management of the Fund is seated in the Management Committee, commonly referred to 

as the Board of Trustees, consisting of 13 members or trustees. The two employee trustee 

vacancies that came about at last year’s annual meeting of the General Committee because of 

the expiry of the terms of office of Johan Grobbelaar and John Hall was filled by their 

unanimous  re-election.  The terms of office of three trustees expires today and have to be 

filled namely Welheminah Molubi (employer), Dan Mogakabe (employee) and Erné Smal 

(employee). 
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One of the reasons for the competitive performance of the Fund is the stability on trustee level. 

The total combined experience of the trustees is 109 years, giving an average of 8 years per 

trustee. A lot is being said about trustee training and the Registrar of Pension Funds is 

currently engaged with the retirement industry to determine qualification and training 

requirements for trustees, but nothing tops hard earned experience in the saddle. Talking of 

which; the need of structured trustee training is a hot topic in the industry. The Institute of 

Retirement Funds launched such structured training and 11 of the Fund’s trustees were also 

enrolled with great results. 
 

The composition of the Management Committee is unchanged from last year being as follows:  
 

Mr. P.J. Venter Chairperson Member 
Cllr. M.W.W. Molubi Vice-chairperson Employer 
Mr. L.J. Modiga Exco member Member 
Mr. G.A. van Zyl Exco member Independent 
Mr. E.C. Alberts  Independent 
Mr. J.D.G. Venter Independent 
Mr. J.H. Grobbelaar Member 
Mr. E.C. Smal Member 
Mr. R. Ramare Member 
Mr. M.D. Mogakabe Member 
Cllr. M.L. Mothata Employer 
Mr. John Hall Member 
Cllr. S Pillay SALGA 
 

11. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, sincere appreciation to the following for their contribution to the business of the 

Fund during the past year; 
 

• to all the staff of SEB for the member administration services rendered with great 

commitment, with special mention of Christine Seierlein, Accounts Executive for the Fund 

who became synonymous with the Fund and also to SEB management for the conference 

gifts handed out here today which we believe will come in handy having regard to the latest 

power supply interruptions, 

• to SMMI, for their role as investment advisors and especially in assisting with the 

monitoring of the objectives of the IPS and asset allocation to enhance the investment 

returns, specifically to David Galloway with his wealth of knowledge and to Corita van Wyk 

for the dedicated and thorough manner in which she deals with the Fund’s investment 

matters, 
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• to all the invest managers, who have managed the investments of the Fund with 

specialised skill and great transparency, 

• to Deloitte & Touche for rendering a thorough independent  auditing function, 

• to the actuaries, Alexander Forbes Financial Services, for the valuable advice on actuarial 

matters and a comprehensive statutory actuarial valuation done, with special reference to 

Gerda Grobler and Melanie Swart who never leave a stone unturned until 100% satisfied, 

• to the staff of the Fund for their dedicated commitment to the Fund and its members,   

• to each and every member of the Management Committee, thank you very much for your 

valuable inputs, debate and differences of opinion, but at the end loyal support during yet 

another year. You are indeed like Aaron keeping up my arms. Only I'm not pretending to be 

Moses, only Piet. 

• then in the last instance, to all the delegates attending this meeting today, thank you for 

your presence and  meaningful participation.  
 

I wish you all a wonderful festive season with lots of joy and a wonderful time with your 

families.  Best wishes for 2015 and may you face the challenges of the new year with 

renewed energy. Please be careful on the roads and may you all return safely to your homes 

today. Arrangements have been made for lunch at the close of this meeting to which you are 

all invited. 

 

 

 

 

P. J. VENTER 
CHAIRPERSON 
28 NOVEMBER 2014 


